Quantitative expression of protein heterogeneity: Response of amino acid side chains to their local environment.
A general method has been developed to characterize the hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of the microenvironment (MENV), in which a given amino acid side chain is immersed, by calculating a quantitative property descriptor (QPD) based on the relative (to water) hydrophobicity of the MENV. Values of the QPD were calculated for a test set of 733 proteins to analyze the modulating effects on amino acid residue properties by the MENV in which they are imbedded. The QPD values and solvent accessibility were used to derive a partitioning of residues based on the MENV hydrophobicities. From this partitioning, a new hydrophobicity scale was developed, entirely in the context of protein structure, where amino acid residues are immersed in one or more "MENVpockets." Thus, the partitioning is based on the residues "sampling" a large number of "solvents" (MENVs) that represent a very large range of hydrophobicity values. It was found that the hydrophobicity of around 80% of amino acid side chains and their MENV are complementary to each other, but for about 20%, the MENV and their imbedded residue can be considered as mismatched. Many of these mismatches could be rationalized in terms of the structural stability of the protein and/or the involvement of the imbedded residue in function. The analysis also indicated a remarkable conservation of local environments around highly conserved active site residues that have similar functions across protein families, but where members have relatively low sequence homology. Thus, quantitative evaluation of this QPD is suggested, here, as a tool for structure-function prediction, analysis, and parameter development for the calculation of properties in proteins.